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Main Report
This report will correspond to the web page and ecommerce scam meant to
advertise the product. At the end I will make timestamps of questionable
pseudoscientific claims false statements that show up in the video, but I also will
quote the website directly. I will do my best to help the consumer see that this
product is a scam that will not cure tinnitus or hearing loss.

On the official web page we are introduced to Jerry Robinson. Jerry is 47 years old
and has severe degenerative hearing loss. Jerry is struggling to maintain a healthy
relationship with his wife and kids and he is desperate to find a solution to his
hearing loss that destroyed his life. Fast forward Jerry reads on the internet that
pouring a special oil in his ear canal will cure hearing loss. He decides to try it. Jerry
pour oil into his ears because he read online that would cure his hearing loss. He
almost died doing this but was resuscitated in a hospital.
Sometime, maybe a few weeks later Jerry and his wife meet a scientist named
Danny at their honey moon. Jerry tells Danny the scientist about his hearing loss. It
is then that Danny reveals a secret in which big pharma (allegedly) is suppressing
the cure for hearing loss. Danny explains how toxic chemicals and plaque build up
inside the inner ear while slowly leaking their way into the brain toxifying it as well.
He explains that the toxins and plaques stiffen hair cells and prevent them from
sending signals to the brain.

Viewer Note THIS IS FAKE SCIENCE. They lie about hair cells rusting
and toxins infecting the brain to sell a scam!
(Following up) In the story Danny the scientist hands Jerry a digital thumb drive with
the ingredients to Clear Sound 911. It “allegedly” works and Danny is cured of
hearing loss through a special diet alone. Danny conducts a scientific clinical trial to
test the ingredients. He test 1,847 individuals and all of them report success. After
going through fake testimonials of others and a false claim that to this day ultimately
78,626 people were cured of hearing loss. Phytage Labs Clear Sound 911 is
advertised as a 60 day money back guarantee.

Viewer Note THIS IS ALL BULLSHIT AND IT NEVER HAPPENED. Just
a filthy scam by the known scammers at Phytage Labs!

Scam Highlights in Phytage Labs Video advertisement
Hair cells can rust from loud noise (9:39)

Fake Clinical Trial to cure hearing loss (13:06)

Highlighted claims about regenerating cochlear hair cells
(13:35)

(14:36)

The false 78,626 cure claim
15:46

https://www.clearsound911.com/cs911plufv1/

click on each ingredient to show info about it.
Rhodiola
Science does suggest Rhodiola does treat sudden hearing loss
but there is no evidence it completely cures hearing loss as
Phytage Labs claims.

Potassium
The Membranous labyrinth is a collection of fluid filled spiral tubes in the
inner ear where the cochlear sensory hair cells nest.
These hair cells bathe in a potassium rich fluid called Endolymph. The
scammers at Phytage Labs decided to twist this science to
make it look as it taking potassium supplements would cure hearing loss.
Maybe it will help with people that have extremely low potassium. But over
all it is NOT a cure! The whole hair cell rusting thing is also complete BS.

Magnesium
There is evidence magnesium can reverse short-term hearing loss
by reducing cochlear inflammation. I have to be honest. Maybe
this could help mildly improve hearing but there is no evidence
this will completely restore hearing and reverse permanent nerve
and hair cell damage.

Ashwagandha
Ashwagandha allegedly treats many diseases. This in itself is a red flag.
Ashwagandha is a plant. The root and berry are used to make medicine.
Ashwagandha has a lot of uses. But so far, there isn't enough information to
judge whether it is effective for any of them.
Ashwagandha is used for arthritis, anxiety, bipolar disorder, attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), balance, trouble sleeping (insomnia), tumors,
tuberculosis, asthma, a skin condition marked by white patchiness
(leukoderma), bronchitis, backache, fibromyalgia, menstrual problems,
hiccups, Parkinson's disease, and chronic liver disease. It is also used to
reduce side effects of medications used to treat cancer and schizophrenia.
Ashwagandha is used to reduce levels of fat and sugar in the blood.
Ashwagandha is also used as an "adaptogen" to help the body cope with daily
stress, and as a general tonic.
Some people also use ashwagandha for improving thinking ability, decreasing
pain and swelling (inflammation), and preventing the effects of aging. It is also
used for fertility problems in men and women and also to increase sexual
desire.

https://www.tinnitus.org.uk/why-tea
Lots of these ingredients and flowers and found in teas. So I
listed teas above. There is NO EVIDENCE THEY TREAT
TINNITUS AND HEARING LOSS! But they do help anxiety.

Lemon Balm
Skullcap
Hawthorn
Bacopa
Magnolia
Passion Flower
Valerian

I’m not going to waste your time going into technical detail over these
ingredients as you will soon see why I consider this product a scam.

1. There is zero scientific evidence hair cells rust. Phytage Labs
also borrowed this from another scam artist.

2. Phytage Labs is a notorious company with tons of
complaints.

The science of the inner ear is unfortunately extremely complex and goes
way over my head. But the basics you need to know is that the inner ear
also known as the cochlea is a snail shaped organ that houses tiny
sensory cells called “hair cells”. If these cells or their nerve connections
get damaged hearing is lost permanently. Cochlear hair cells do NOT
regenerate in mammals ever. Nor do they rust. Viral infections to the
nerves and vascular (blood flow) disorders in the inner ear do happen but
are NOT the main cause of hearing loss. As science and statistics is
telling us that loud noise exposure is the most common cause of hearing
loss. This causes hair cells and nerve connections to die not get infected
or rust.
Phytage Labs completely bullshitted about hair cells rusting by perverting
studies on very specific cases of cardio vascular disorders causing
hearing loss. Much like a previous scam “Zenith Labs” which had a
propaganda video about hair cells rusting. There is real science about
subtypes of hearing loss caused by blood flow problems. But it is far less
common then noise exposure and it’s usually far cheaper to by generic
supplements then this crap.
Once again, the science is suggesting that this is usually associated with
SUDDEN HEARING LOSS and VIRUSES. Not slow degenerative exposure
caused by loud noise. Phytage Labs and previous scam company Zenith
Labs are just wasting your time and money. The sudden hearing loss is a
sub type and has a short therapeutic window. They want to hype that
damaged hair cells can be restored to give false hope.
Furthermore Phytage Labs Clear Sound 911 outright LIED that they can
regenerate cochlear sensory hair cells. It’s such a shame that actual biotech companies have studied for decades about doing this. Thus the
scammers at Phytage labs are insulting the hard working men and women
invested in understanding the deep biological sciences. Plus earlier I

debunked pseudoscience in the Ingredients section.

I hold the view everyone of these testimonials is fake.
Before I begin. These testimonials came from Phytage Labs Clear Sound 911 official
website, checkout page and their ecommerce video. I pledge not to link the official
website because it is unsafe and desperate people will fall for it..You can find it
on a Google search If you must.

Tara Kim San Francisco, CA
"I finally retired and have plenty of time to spend with my
grandchildren, so the last thing I needed was to worry
about hearing loss. Thankfully, my daughter saw an ad
for Clear Sound 911, and before I knew it, the package
appeared on my doorstep. I can’t believe the difference
it's made already! I can clearly hear my granddaughter
singing and my grandson calling to me from the yard. I
love being a grandmother, and I love Clear Sound 911,
too!"

Sean Hagary Anchorage, AK
"When I first got Clear Sound 911 I was very skeptical. I
mean, everything says, “It works", but really? At my age
though, I knew I had to do all I could to maintain my
hearing. With the proven clinical results the ingredients in
Clear Sound 911 have shown, I wake up each day not
just feeling, but knowing, I'm on the path to my best ear
health possible.”

John Alaire New York, NY
“Even though I don't like usually giving reviews I have to
share my thoughts on this one. It's been a bit over a
month since I ordered my first bottle and since that time,
I've felt as though my hearing has actually improved. My
wife now calls me in the house, and to her surprise, I can
actually hear her and repond! This product works for me
I highly recommend Clear Sound 911."
Jim Sawyer, Age 71
“I recommend this to everyone with age related hearing problems. I felt
goofy in hearing aids and absolutely detested having to wear them. When
my friend, Fred, told me about it, I thought it was worth a shot despite
being skeptical from the start. I wanted it to work so I could get rid of the
hearing aids. Now I’m like Fred, I tell everyone I know about it. I even
started educating them about inner ear health and the nutrients that make
the repairs and protect you. And I’m not the only one surprised I have my
hearing back. People have grown used to basically yelling at me to get a
word in. Now I can even hear a whisper… And everything I’m telling you
right now is just scratching the surface. The real benefits stay between me
and my wife… I get compliments everywhere I go and the feeling of being
so aware of what’s going on around me is life changing. I’m having more
success in my business, and I enjoy it more, too.
Lastly, those hearing aids stay put away… for good.”

Jim from Palm Peach (different Jim)
That way you, too, can experience the amazing healing properties of
Clear Sound 911™ just like Jim from Palm Beach who says…
“Clear Sound 911™ was a no risk, no brainer for me. Because of their
money back guarantee, I gave it a shot. I had nothing to lose… I
had already lost my hearing a long time ago. I got the 4 month
supply, and I’m incredibly surprised that my hearing has been
completely restored. My friends and family were just as shocked as I
was… If you are experiencing age-related hearing loss, I’ll tell you
the same thing I tell everyone else. Get Clear Sound 911™.”

Why should you not buy Phytage Clear Sound 911? What if I
am deceiving you into not curing yourself of tinnitus and
hearing loss?

Well let’s start with that assumption and play devil’s
advocate that I’m a meany that doesn’t want you cured of
hearing loss. What about this?

Zenith Hearing X3 Scam (mentions my username contrast)
Avoid the Sonus Complete Tinnitus scam
Avoid the SharpEar Scam
Avoid the SynapseXT Tinnitus scam
Avoid the Volumil Hearing Loss scam
Avoid the Tinnitus Free System Scam

All these scams were written up by me the author “contrast”. I want to
focus on helping as many people with chronic tinnitus and hearing
disorders avoid health scams that twist science and prey on them.
These documents are solely devoted to helping the consumer avoid
ecommerce scams. Furthermore a doctor in the Ukraine running a
blog “ContraHealthScam” (not me) has documented many of Phytage
Labs other hideous supplements.
Also let’s not forget their Better Business Bureau complaint page and
other misdeeds written up about Clear Sound 911’s company.
Phytage Labs.

AVOID THEM AT ALL COST!!!

